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Abstract

Estimating the risk level of adversarial examples is es-
sential for safely deploying machine learning models in the
real world. One popular approach for physical-world at-
tacks is to adopt the “sticker-pasting” strategy, which how-
ever suffers from some limitations, including difficulties in
access to the target or printing by valid colors. A new type
of non-invasive attacks emerged recently, which attempt to
cast perturbation onto the target by optics based tools, such
as laser beam and projector. However, the added optical
patterns are artificial but not natural. Thus, they are still
conspicuous and attention-grabbed, and can be easily no-
ticed by humans. In this paper, we study a new type of op-
tical adversarial examples, in which the perturbations are
generated by a very common natural phenomenon, shadow,
to achieve naturalistic and stealthy physical-world adver-
sarial attack under the black-box setting. We extensively
evaluate the effectiveness of this new attack on both simu-
lated and real-world environments. Experimental results on
traffic sign recognition demonstrate that our algorithm can
generate adversarial examples effectively, reaching 98.23%
and 90.47% success rates on LISA and GTSRB test sets re-
spectively, while continuously misleading a moving camera
over 95% of the time in real-world scenarios. We also offer
discussions about the limitations and the defense mecha-
nism of this attack1.

1. Introduction
In the past few years, we have witnessed the great suc-

cess of deep neural networks (DNNs) in a variety of com-
puter vision tasks, such as image classification, object de-
tection, scene segmentation and so on. However, recent
studies have revealed that DNNs based models are vulner-
able to adversarial examples, even though the added mag-
nitude of perturbations is small. In safety sensitive scenar-
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1Our code is available at https://github.com/hncszyq/

ShadowAttack.

ios, such as autonomous driving [18] and medical diagno-
sis [19], adversarial inputs would enforce a machine learn-
ing system to produce erroneous decision, leading to unex-
pected situations that may be potentially dangerous.

Estimating when a machine learning model fails to work
is of great concern to trustworthy AI. Accordingly, it is im-
portant to understand the level of risk of various adversarial
examples to the machine learning models. There are nu-
merous attack strategies investigated in the literature, which
can be in the digital domain, where digital images corre-
sponding to a scene are modified; or in the physical do-
main, where perturbations are physically added to the ob-
jects themselves [10].

The adversarial attacks in the physical domain receive
more attention recently, since they are more practical and
challenging. One popular approach for physical-world at-
tacks is to adopt the “sticker-pasting” strategy [10], where
the adversarial perturbation is printed as a sticker and then
attached onto the target object, e.g., a road sign. How-
ever, this approach would suffer from a few troubles: 1)
In some cases, it may be impossible to access the target
object; 2) The printing of perturbations is imperfect, i.e.,
some values cannot be reproduced by valid colors in the
real world. Some strategies emerged very recently to rem-
edy these limitations, which explored a new type of adver-
sarial attack—the threats of light—to achieve non-invasive
attack [9, 12, 22, 28]. For instance, Duan et al. [9] propose
to utilize the laser beam as adversarial perturbation directly
rather than crafting adversarial perturbation from scratch,
which has been demonstrated to be an effective physical-
world attack to DNNs. Gnanasambandam et al. [12] pro-
pose to project calculated patterns to alter the appearance of
the target objects based on a low-cost projector-camera sys-
tem. Experimental results shown in [9, 12] demonstrate the
effectiveness of light attacks in both digital- and physical-
settings.

A basic principle in adversarial attack is that the care-
fully perturbed inputs should cause the network to generate
wrong decision while without introducing a visible change
to humans. However, the added optical patterns in existing
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methods, both laser beam [9] and projected pattern [12],
are artificial but not natural. Thus, they are still conspicu-
ous and attention-grabbed, and can be easily noticed by hu-
mans. In this paper, we study a new type of optical adversar-
ial examples, in which the perturbations are generated by a
very common natural phenomenon, shadow, to achieve nat-
uralistic and stealthy physical-world adversarial attack. We
choose traffic sign recognition as our target task to validate
the effectiveness of this attack. It is worth noting that, in the
field of computer vision, many methods have been proposed
to conduct shadow removal [11, 17, 33], which work from
the perspective of image restoration in order to improve the
accuracy of the subsequent high-level tasks [34]. We are the
first work to reveal that shadow can also become a threat to
harm the reliability of machine learning based vision sys-
tem. It is a meaningful reminding to prevent such attacks in
practical systems.

The contributions of this paper can be highlighted as fol-
lows:

• We propose a new light-based physical-world ad-
versarial attack under the black-box setting via the
very common natural phenomenon—shadow, which is
more naturalistic and stealthy.

• We offer feasible optimization strategies to generate
digitally and physically realizable adversarial exam-
ples perturbed by shadows.

• We provide thorough evaluations conducted on both
simulated and real-world environments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method. We also discuss the
limitations and the defense mechanism of this attack.

2. Related Work
2.1. Adversarial Examples

Adversarial examples were first discovered by Szegedy
et al. [27], showing that a small perturbation can drastically
change the network output while being quasi-imperceptible
to humans. More interestingly, they also found the cross
model generalization ability of adversarial examples, i.e.,
a large fraction of them will be misclassified by networks
trained with different hyper-parameters or even with dif-
ferent architectures. This intriguing property of DNNs has
greatly inspired the enthusiasm of academic research. Ex-
isting works on adversarial examples are either in the digital
domain or in the physical world.

2.2. Adversarial Examples in Digital Domain

In the digital domain, adversarial perturbations are di-
rectly added to the inputs of a model, and their amplitudes
are usually limited by lp-norm, e.g. l∞-norm [13, 20], l2-
norm and l0-norm [3] to ensure imperceptibility. Accord-
ing to adversary’s knowledge, adversarial attacks can either

be white-box, where an attacker knows all the details of a
model so that the gradient can be fully used to craft a pertur-
bation [3,13,16,20,23], or black-box, where an attacker can
only query the target model and get a corresponding out-
put without knowing its internal structure. In the black-box
scenario, an attacker can take advantage of the cross model
generalization ability of adversarial examples [6, 7, 30, 31]
or reconstruct the internal information of a model through
multiple queries [2, 4, 5, 14]. Further, these two strategies
can be used at the same time to promote each other [32].

2.3. Adversarial Examples in Real Physical World

Due to the variations caused by camera, a major con-
cern is whether these highly optimized samples can pose a
real threat to applications in the physical world. Kurakin et
al. [16] first demonstrated the existence of physical adver-
sarial examples. They printed out digital adversarial exam-
ples, and found that their corresponding photos taken by a
mobile phone were still adversarial. However, such noise-
based perturbations are not practical in the physical world,
as they are hard to be captured by cameras at large dis-
tances. To make adversarial patterns more prominent, while
keeping their stealthiness, a line of work hide perturbations
with natural styles [8] or limit the large perturbations to a
small area with specific semantics, e.g., stickers arranged in
the shape of letters [10] or a pair of glasses [25]. To fur-
ther improve robustness to the variations caused by camera,
Athalye et al. [1] proposed Expectation Over Transforma-
tion (EOT), by which the first robust 3D adversarial exam-
ple was generated.

Recently, a new line of work explores non-invasive at-
tacks that do not access the target object, e.g., optic-based
attacks. Sayles et al. [24] illuminates the target object with
a special light that varies with a high frequency to cause
rolling shutter effect of the camera. Duan et al. [9] disturb
the classifier by generating a laser beam in front of the tar-
get object. Gnanasambandam et al. [12] project their calcu-
lated adversarial patterns to the target object by a projector.
Instead of the optical phenomena produced by these sophis-
ticated artificial devices, in this work, we turn to explore a
common natural phenomenon—shadow.

3. Approach
In this section, we present our method for learning an

adversarial object by casting shadow to achieve successful
attack. We first describe the representation of shadow.

3.1. Problem Formulation

Given an input image x ∈ Rd with the class label y ∈
[1, · · · , k], a DNN based classifier f : Rd → Rk is trained
to derive the predicted label ỹ:

ỹ , argmax
i

fi(x) (1)
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Figure 1. Comparison of our simulated shadows and real-world
shadows on traffic signs from LISA [21] and GTSRB [26] datasets.

where fi(x) is the confidence of the i-th class. The goal of
our proposed method is to cast a specific shadow onto the
target object to produce adversarial example xadv , which
causes the machine learning system to produce misclassifi-
cation:

argmax
i

fi(x) 6= argmax
i

fi(xadv) (2)

Meanwhile, it should guarantee that the perturbation im-
posed on xadv is imperceptible enough so that xadv is
stealthy for humans.

3.2. Shadow Perturbation Modeling

To generate the adversarial example by shadow, two fac-
tors should be carefully considered: the location of shadow
and the value of shadow.

Shadow Location. For the location of shadow, we pro-
pose to find an appropriate polygon PV to simulate the
shadow region, which is determined by a set of vertices
V = {(m1, n1), (m2, n2), ..., (ms, ns)}. Given M as the
mask to locate the target object, the shadow region in the
target object can be defined as M ∩ PV . Note that, al-
though PV can be any valid polygon, based on the experi-
mental experience shown in Sec. 4, the simplest polygon—
triangles—are sufficient to produce successful adversarial
examples. We can exploit more complex polygon to achieve
higher attack success rate, however, the shadow would look
unnatural and it becomes more difficult to implement in
the real world. Therefore, in practice, PV is simply set
to be a triangle. Thus, the optimization location parame-
ters in our method is the corresponding vertices coordinates
V = {(m1, n1), (m2, n2), (m3, n3)}.

Shadow Value. To perform a successful physical-word
attack, a main concern is the non-negligible gap between the
digital and the physical domains. A widely used technique

to tackle this problem is Expectation Over Transformation
(EOT) [1], which produces robust physical-world objects
that remain adversarial when captured over a wide range of
transformations, including distances, angles, exposures, etc.

In addition to the variations caused by camera, in our
context, another key factor should be considered is the re-
lationship of pixel values between shadow and non-shadow
areas in the real world scenario, since we need to simulate
shadows in digital images when generating adversarial ex-
amples. However, the exact formula of this relationship is
obscure. To simplify this problem, following the assump-
tion in the field of shadow removal [17], we regard that
shadows only affect the illumination component and leave
other ones remain unchanged. Accordingly, we transform
images from RGB space to LAB space, and only consider
the L channel which is a correlate of lightness. Our sta-
tistical results on SBU Shadow dataset [29] confirmed this
assumption by indicating that the mean ratio of pixel values
of channels L, A and B in shadow areas to that in non-
shadow areas are 0.43, 0.99 and 0.90 respectively, and the
corresponding standard deviations of channels A and B are
as low as 0.05 and 0.072.

Based on the above analysis, we can generate shadow
perturbation cast in an image by multiplying the corre-
sponding L channel in LAB color space with a coefficient
k3. Specifically, given a clean image x in RGB color space,
we first convert x to LAB color space:

LAB(x) = LAB ([Rx Gx Bx]) = [Lx Ax Bx].

Then given a polygon PV and a maskM, the value of pixel
(i, j) in the shadow image xadv can be calculated as fol-
lows:

LABij(xadv) = [Lij
xadv

Aij
xadv

Bij
xadv

]

=

{
LABij(x) · [k 1 1]T (i, j) ∈ PV ∩M
LABij(x) · [1 1 1]T (i, j) /∈ PV ∩M

.

Finally, we convert xadv back to RGB color space. For sim-
plicity, we denote the above adversarial example generation
process as:

xadv = S(x,PV ,M, k) (3)

In Fig. 1, we show some instances of our simulated shad-
ows on traffic signs, as well as some real-world shadows for
comparison.

In practice, however, the form of shadow is the result of
complex physical process. The coefficient k can be varied
due to numerous factors, including light sources, scene ge-
ometry, materials of the target object, and the imaging qual-
ity of the camera, etc. The distribution of k in SBU Shadow

2We selected 400 images from the training set for statistical analysis.
3Note that in addition to LAB color space, we have also tried YUV and

HSL. Our statistical results show that LAB is the best choice.
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Figure 2. The distribution of coefficient k.

dataset is shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly, in our scheme, be-
fore generating an adversarial example, we first cast a ran-
dom shadow on the target object to measure the coefficient
k. Further, by leveraging EOT, the impact of the mismatch
of k can be minimized.

3.3. Shadow Attack in Digital Domain

In this subsection, we introduce in detail the generation
process of adversarial examples using simulated shadows in
the digital domain.

The aim of our proposed attack method is to find vertices
coordinates V = {(m1, n1), (m2, n2), (m3, n3)} of the tri-
angle, which is used to simulate the shadow area, to make
the resultant shadow image xadv being misclassified by the
target model f . In this work, we consider the more prac-
tical and challenging black-box attack scenario, where we
can only access to the input (images) and the output (con-
fidence scores f(·)) of a targeted DNN, without knowing
the detailed network structure and parameters. To this end,
we formulate the optimization objective as minimizing the
confidence score on true label:

argmin
V

ftrue (S(x,PV ,M, k)) , s.t. ỹadv 6= ytrue (4)

where ỹadv = argmaxi fi(xadv). We want to find the best
set of coordinates V∗ to minimize ftrue(xadv) so as to pro-
duce misclassification.

In black-box scenarios, a popular approach is to use ze-
roth order optimization (ZOO) [5] to estimate the gradients
of the targeted DNN. However, we observe severe gradient
exploding and vanishing effect in the practical implemen-
tation of ZOO, which is probably due to: 1) the coordinate
values in V are discrete, 2) the judgement on whether a co-
ordinate locates within PV ∩M is a boolean function, mak-
ing gradients unreliable.

Instead, in our method, we turn to exploit the particle
swarm optimization (PSO) strategy [15], which stems from

the study on how bird flocks search for food. Based on the
cooperation and information sharing between individuals in
a population, a valid solution can be found quickly without
the help of gradients. Specifically, in PSO, we maintain a
population of particles, each of which represents a candi-
date solution of Eq. (4) and has its own speed of movement
in the solution space. In each iteration, all the particles ad-
just their speeds and positions according to the current indi-
vidual optima and the global optimum shared by the whole
population, and finally update every optimum. During this
process, a cost function is needed to evaluate the quality
of each candidate solution, which is the confidence score
ftrue(·) in our context. The algorithm terminates as long
as ỹadv 6= ytrue or the maximum number of iterations is
reached. To further increase the success rate, we adopt the
n-random-restarts strategy, which means that when the at-
tack fails we can reinitialize and rerun the PSO at most n−1
times.

3.4. Shadow Attack in Real Physical-World

To generate robust adversarial examples in the real
physical-world, we adopt the following two strategies for
enhancement:

Expectation Over Transformation. EOT [1] is a pow-
erful tool for dealing with the domain shift between the dig-
ital and the physical domains. To implement EOT, we start
by defining a distribution of transformation T to simulate
domain shift. Each instance of T is a combination of a set
of random image transformations including down sampling,
brightness adjustment, perspective transformation, motion
blur. More importantly, the possible mismatch of shadow
coefficient k is also considered in T by setting a random
k. Next, rather than optimizing V for a single image, we
instead minimize the expectation of ftrue(·) over the set of
transformed images, i.e.,

argmin
V

Et∼T [ftrue(t(xadv))], s.t. ỹadv 6= ytrue. (5)

In practice, we approximate the expectation in Eq. (5) by the
mean of 10 transformed samples together with the original
sample.

Prediction stabilization. According to Eykholt et al.
[10], any successful physical perturbation must cause tar-
geted misclassification in a range of distances and angles to
avoid attack failure by performing simple majority voting.
However, due to the relatively small perturbation space, it
is difficult to achieve targeted misclassification by shadows.
Instead, we first optimize Eq. (5) such that the classifier
should output a wrong decision ỹw. Then, we stabilize this
prediction by rerunning PSO while conducting the follow-
ing optimization:

argmax
V

Et∼T [fw(t(xadv))], s.t. ỹadv = ỹw. (6)
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Table 1. Success rates of the proposed Shadow Attack with different shadow coefficient k on LISA and GTSRB test sets. The column in
bold refers to the performances when k takes the mean of k in SBU Shadow dataset, which is 0.43.

Model Shadow Coefficient k
0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70

LISA-CNN 100.00 100.00 99.73 99.18 99.05 98.23 97.95 96.04 93.18 88.81 83.08 72.71
GTSRB-CNN 97.37 96.35 95.14 93.45 91.36 90.47 88.97 87.15 84.25 80.36 73.76 66.73

Table 2. Average number of queries at the time when the attack succeeds with different shadow coefficient k on LISA and GTSRB test
sets. The column in bold refers to the performances when k takes the mean of k in SBU Shadow dataset, which is 0.43.

Model Shadow Coefficient k
0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.43 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70

LISA-CNN 26.6 27.7 38.4 71.8 83.4 91.2 100.6 137.0 169.2 195.9 306.7 293.4
GTSRB-CNN 98.3 93.7 112.8 129.0 128.4 126.8 136.9 155.9 188.3 232.0 294.2 343.4

Experiments in Sec. 4.3 demonstrate that our algorithm can
achieve similar performance with targeted attacks in term of
the stability of predictions.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Models

We choose road sign classification as our target task. Fol-
lowing Eykholt et al. [10], we evaluate the performance of
our algorithm on the same datasets and model architectures.
One dataset is LISA [21], which consists of 47 different US
road sign classes. To avoid the effect of long-tailed dis-
tribution, only the top 16 classes with the largest number of
samples are tested. The other dataset is GTSRB [26], which
consists of 43 different German road sign classes. Note that
there are some images in both datasets that are captured un-
der very dark condition or already in shadows. In view of
this, we remove images whose average pixel value of L-
channel in the area of traffic sign is less than 120.

4.2. Evaluation in Digital Domain

In the digital domain, we attack every image in the test
sets of LISA and GTSRB with simulated shadow. We mea-
sure the performance of our algorithm by attack success
rate, which is defined as the ratio of the number of samples
that successfully cause misclassification to the number of all
samples in the test set. As shown in Fig. 2, the shadow value
k can be varied in a wide range in the real world. Therefore,
we repeat the experiment with several different values of k
ranging from 0.2 to 0.7, and the results are shown in Tab. 1.
It can be found that, when k is set to 0.43, which is the mean
of shadow values in the SBU Shadow dataset [29], our suc-
cess rates on LISA and GTSRB test sets are 98.23% and
90.47% respectively. When k > 0.7, the successful rates
are relatively low, because the shadows are weak and the
perturbed images are close to the clean ones.

In the black-box scenario, to keep stealthy, another im-
portant concern is how many queries should be performed.
We investigate this point in Tab. 2, from which it can be
found that our method can get a valid adversarial example
with only dozens or hundreds of queries.

4.3. Evaluation in Physical Domain

In the physical domain, to simulate real-world applica-
tion scenarios, we first cast the specific shadow onto our tar-
get traffic sign and then record a video with a camera mov-
ing towards the sign. Next, we measure the performance of
our attack by the percentage of misclassified frames in this
video. By experiments, we demonstrate that our method can
consistently carry out effective attacks not only outdoors in
the daytime using sunlight to generate shadows, but also at
night or indoors by leveraging artificial light source to gen-
erate shadows.

Outdoor Environment. We take the US speed limit
25 sign as an example for outdoor test in the daytime. As
shown in Fig. 3, we generate the shadow by a cardboard. We
record a video with 220 frames to simulate a self-driving car
coming from far to near. For each frame, we first manually
draw the bounding-box of the traffic sign and then follow
the crop-resize-then-classify pipeline for classification. The
results show that, our attack achieves 100.00% misclassi-
fication rate, while 95.91% of the frames are misclassified
as speed limit 35. This implies that the performance of our
untargeted attack is comparable to that of targeted attacks
in term of the stability of predictions, making the voting al-
gorithm fail to be an effective defense. Fig. 3 shows some
frames at equal intervals of time as well as their predictions.

Indoor Environment. One limitation of our attack is
that it is difficult to produce obvious shadows at night with-
out sunlight or indoors with poor lighting. In this case, we
use a flashlight to generate artificial light, which achieves
comparable effect to sunlight. Our indoor test is conducted
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Figure 3. Examples of frames in the video of our outdoor experiment and the corresponding classification results.

Table 3. Experimental results of our indoor test, where error rate
refers to the percentage of misclassified frames in each video and
stability refers to the percentage of frames predicted as the primary
error class.

Ground truth Predict Error rate Stability

Speed limit 25 Speed limit 35 100% 88%
Speed limit 30 Speed limit 35 100% 93%
Speed limit 35 Speed limit 30 95% 71%
Speed limit 45 Signal Ahead 100% 76%

in a dark stairwell, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The traffic signs
are placed on the platform in the middle of two floors and
the flashlight is fixed on the upper floor while ensuring that
the light can be cast onto the traffic signs. We take four
US speed limit signs from LISA [21] as examples for in-
door test. For each sign, we record a video when walking
from the lower floor to the upper floor. The videos include
100 frames. Tab. 3 offers the misclassification rate of each
video, which demonstrates that our attack is also effective
indoors. Fig. 4 provides some example frames in the test of
the speed limit 45 sign, in which their predictions are also
given. It can be found our attack is successful for all.

4.4. Scheduled Attack

Once the cardboard is fixed, the generated shadow will
move over time due to the angle change of sunlight, which
inspires us that our method can be used to conduct an inter-
esting scheduled attack. Scheduled attack means that, due
to the movement of the sun, we can control our shadow per-
turbation to be harmless in most of the time but to be ad-
versarial at a certain time, e.g. the peak traffic hour in the
morning.

To carry out a scheduled attack, we just need to fix the
cardboard as done in Sec. 4.3 at a specific time of a day

in advance, and then the adversarial effect would be gener-
ated at the same time the future days if there is no signifi-
cant change of the weather. Furthermore, after applying the
strategies mentioned in Sec. 3.4 to enhance robustness, our
attack can maintain successful for a period of time, rather
than only effective at a certain moment.

To test the scheduled attack, we simulate it on digital
images. We first place our targeted traffic sign image on
the XOZ plane of a three-dimensional coordinate system.
Next, we calculate the solar elevation angle and the solar
azimuth angle by using our scheduled time, longitude and
latitude. Based on this, as long as we set the distance to the
traffic sign in the Y-axis direction, we can further get the
coordinates of each vertex of the cardboard. By fixing these
coordinates, we can figure out the positions of shadows on
the XOZ plane at any time. In this way, we simulate the
dynamic changes of shadows over time.

We choose eight German speed limit signs from GTSRB
[26] as test examples for our experiment. The longitude and
latitude are set to 0 and 45 respectively. The traffic signs
face south, i.e., the Y-axis points to the south. The distances
from cardboard to traffic signs in the Y-axis direction are
set to one meter. For each sign, we set 8:30 in the morning
as the scheduled time, and we generate images with shadow
every second from 8:25 to 8:35, from which we can observe
how the classifier’s predictions change over time. We show
an instance of our simulated scheduled attack in Fig. 5. As
shown in Fig. 6, we achieve the goal of scheduled attacks
on all eight speed limit signs. The duration of successful
attack ranges from dozens of seconds to several minutes.

4.5. Ablation study

About the number of edges of PV . Theoretically, PV
can be any valid polygon. However, when the number of
edges is relatively large, the shadow would look unnatural,
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Figure 4. Examples of frames in a video of our indoor experiment and the corresponding classification results.

Figure 5. Our simulated scheduled attack. Our scheduled time is 8:30 in the morning, and the target class is speed limit 80. We show how
the predictions change as the shadow moves on the German speed limit 30 sign. The predictions before 8:28:07 am and after 8:30:52 am
are correct, while the predictions from 8:28:07 am to 8:30:06 am are speed limit 80 and the predictions from 8:30:07 am to 8:30:52 am are
speed limit 20.

Table 4. Performances of the proposed Shadow Attack with dif-
ferent number of edges of polygon PV .

Model Number of edges
3 5 7 9

LISA-CNN 97.95 98.91 99.45 99.59
GTSRB-CNN 90.80 93.72 96.83 97.59

which goes against the requirement of stealthiness. More-
over, a polygon with too many edges leads to more compu-
tational overhead and it is not easy to implement in the real
world. So in practice, we choose to attack the target object
by a simple polygon area. Indeed, as shown in Tab. 4, the

Table 5. ablation study of n-random-starts strategy.

Model Number of restarts
1 5 10 50 100

LISA-CNN 95.91 98.36 98.50 99.05 99.18
GTSRB-CNN 87.76 90.74 91.76 92.81 93.22

simplest polygon—triangles—are sufficient to produce suc-
cessful adversarial examples. The performance loss caused
by the reduction in the number of edges is also acceptable.

About n-random-restarts strategy. We test the effec-
tiveness of n-random-restarts by setting n to 1, 5, 10, 50,
and 100 respectively. As shown in Tab. 5, compared with
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Figure 6. The test result of our scheduled attack on 8 German
speed limit signs. The green and red areas represent correct and
incorrect classifications respectively.

Table 6. Performance comparison of models with and without ro-
bustness training, where accuracy denotes the clean accuracy in
LISA and GTSRB test sets, robustness denotes the probability that
our attack fails (1 - attack success rate), and queries denotes the av-
erage number of queries at the time when our attack succeeds. All
the data are obtained when k = 0.43.

Model Accuracy Robustness Queries

LISA-CNN 99.63 1.73 91.24
GTSRB-CNN 99.00 9.53 126.75

LISA-CNNrob 99.56 40.93 849.51
GTSRB-CNNrob 98.91 25.57 464.52

n = 1, by setting n = 5 we can effectively improve the
success rate. However, when n is greater than 5, there are
only marginal improvements in performance by increasing
n, demonstrating the effectiveness of PSO. To balance the
success rate and computational overhead, we set n = 5 in
practice.

4.6. How to Defend against the Shadow Attack?

In the above subsections, we demonstrate that the
shadow perturbations is able to pose a security threat to the
traffic or other security-critical scenarios. We discuss the
defense mechanism against this type of attack as follows.

One of the most effective defense strategies against ad-
versarial examples is adversarial training (AT) [20], which
improves model robustness by using newly generated ad-
versarial examples as training samples in each epoch. In
our context, to implement AT, we need to apply the algo-
rithm described in Sec. 3.3 to each training sample in an

epoch, which however is a particularly time-consuming pro-
cess. In order to make training faster, in each epoch we
only add a random shadow to each training sample (the co-
ordinate values in V and the coefficient k are random vari-
ables), instead of the worst case shadow. We expect that
such a training method can reduce the model’s sensitivity
to shadows, thereby improving the robustness to our attack.
We retrain the models in this way, which are denoted as
LISA-CNNrob and GTSRB-CNNrob. To verify the effec-
tiveness of the modified adversarial training, we perform
attack on the retrained models in the digital domain. The
results summarized in Tab. 6 demonstrate that this defense
can improve the model robustness and the difficulty of the
attack significantly at the expense of slightly decreased ac-
curacy on clean samples.

5. Limitation
One limitation of our attack is the requirement of a strong

single light source. In the environment with poor light-
ing condition, our method is difficult to produce significant
shadow perturbations, i.e., k would be large, which result in
little difference between the attacked images and the clean
ones. As shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, a large k leads to a
low success rate and more queries. To remedy this problem,
we can achieve the adversarial effect through a stronger ar-
tificial light as shown in Sec. 4.3. For the scenarios with
multiple light sources, it is also difficult for our method to
produce effective shadow perturbations.

Another limitation is that we cannot explicitly conduct
targeted attacks, which is probably due to the perturbation
directions produced by shadows are relatively single. How-
ever, as shown in our outdoor experiment, we are able to
achieve comparable results to that of targeted attacks in term
of the stability of predictions.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new optics-based adversarial

attack strategy, which utilizes the very common natural phe-
nomenon, shadow, to produce harmful perturbations on the
targets. Experimental results demonstrate this attack can be
successfully applied in both digital- and physical-settings.
Our work reveals that shadows can be dangerous, which is
able to mislead the machine learning based vision system to
produce erroneous decision.

As a new type of attack, there surely would be some
drawbacks or limitations. We will work on making it more
practical in future research.
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